
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mathmagic 
Recommended Age: 8 and up 

Have fun exploring math concepts such as arithmetic, geometry, patterns and 

more with a variety of games. 

 

 

  

Steam Kits were supported in whole or in part by the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services 

under the provisions of the Library Services and Technology Act, administered in California by the 

State Librarian. 



Steam Kit: Mathmagic 
Recommended Age: 8 and up 

 

Contents List 

 

 Book: DK How To Be a Math Genius  

 Book: Math Lab for Kids by Rebecca Rapoport and J.A. Yoder 

 Book: Sideways Arithmetic From Wayside School by Louis Sachar 

 K’NEX Education Elementary Math and Geometry Set: 

o 142 multi-colored rods and connectors 

o Experiment guide and lesson plan 

 Go Game Set: 

o 1 folding game board 

o 181 black magnetic stones 

o 180 white magnetic stones 

o 2 plastic bowls 

 Q-bitz Game: 

o 80 Q-bitz cards 

o 4 wooden trays 

o 4 sets of 16 colored cubes (green, purple, red, blue) 

o Cloth storage bag 

 Osmo Genius Kit (Requires iPad with 5 Osmo Game Apps) 

o Osmo base (plastic stand and reflector) 

o 3 stackable storage containers 

o Games pieces: 

 40 number tiles 

 52 letter tiles (26 uppercase, 26 lowercase) 

 7 Tangram pieces 

o Not included in kit: iPad with 5 Osmo Game Apps 

 Thinkfun Math Dice: 

o 2 (12-sided) target dice, white 

o 3 (6-sided) scoring dice, blue 

o Blue storage bag 

o Lesson booklet 
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Getting Started Guide  
Some of the items in this kit (K’NEX, Osmo) can be used alone or with others. Other items, 

games like Q-bitz, Go, and Math Dice are designed to be played as games with others—friends 

or family members. Whatever you choose to do, dive in and explore mathematics concepts 

while having a ton of fun! 

 

K’NEX Education Elementary Math and Geometry  

This set of 142 rods and connectors allows you to construct squares, rectangles, trapezoids, 

rhombi, prisms, triangles, and quadrilaterals, plus symmetry, pattern and fraction models. The 

enclosed detailed guide contains lesson plans including twelve challenges to help fine-tune 

understanding of shape characteristics and attributes. 

Build 3 triangles using:  

 1 red + 2 yellow rods 

 1 yellow + 2 blue rods 

 3 blue rods 

-How many sides does each triangle have? 

-How many angles does each triangle have? 

-Can you figure out a difference between the first 2 triangles (using different colored rods) and 

the third triangle (using only one color of rod)? Why? 
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How many different sized triangles can you build using the pieces from the set? 

 

Can you build a pyramid (a 3-dimensional triangle shape)? Can you make one with 3 faces 

and a bottom face? What changes if you build one with 4 faces and a bottom face? 

 

Build and investigate more shapes! Measure the perimeter, find the area, and try measuring 

angles. Use the guide enclosed in the set to follow more challenges. 

 

 

Go Game Set 

All information is taken from the British Go Association website <http://www.britgo.org>, 

which offers lots of useful information and interesting facts about Go beyond the following: 

 

Go is one of the oldest board games in the world. Its true origins are unknown, though it almost 

certainly originated in China some 3,000-4,000 years ago. In the absence of facts about the 

origin of the game there are various myths: for example that the legendary Emperor Yao 

invented Go to enlighten his son, Dan Zhu. 

 

Like Chess, Go is a game of skill - it has been described as being like four Chess games going 

on together on the same board - but it differs from Chess in many ways. The rules of Go are 

very simple and though, like Chess, it is a challenge to players' analytical skills, there is far 

more scope in Go for intuition. 
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As an intellectual challenge Go is extraordinary. The rules are very simple, yet it resists all 

attempts to program computers to play Go. Even the best programs, the results of many years 

development, are still beaten by experienced players. Apart from a chance to beat the 

computer, Go offers major attractions to anyone who enjoys games of skill: 

 There is great scope for intuition and experiment in a game of Go, especially in the 

opening. Like Chess, Go has its opening strategies and tactics but players can become 

quite strong knowing no more than a few basic patterns. 

 A great advantage of Go is the very effective handicapping system. This enables players 

of widely differing strengths to play each other on equal terms without distorting the 

character of the game. 

 The object in Go is to make more territory than the other player by surrounding it more 

efficiently, or by attacking the opponent's stones to greater effect. On such a large 

board, it's possible to do somewhat badly in one area but still to win the game by doing 

better on the board as a whole. 

 Every game of Go quickly takes on a character of its own - no two games are alike. 

Since a player needs only to have more territory than the opponent in order to win, 

there are very few drawn games, though the outcome may hang in the balance until 

the very end. 

 

(Find attached quick reference for how to play at the end of this guide.) 
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Q-bitz Game 

Say goodbye to boredom and challenge your mind and each other with this family-fun puzzle 

game! Q-bitz offers three types of visual challenges, making it the perfect game for multiple 

playing styles. Round one of this popular MindWare game is all about speed as players race 

to manipulate their cubes to copy the pattern on the Q-bitz pattern card. In round two, players 

roll all of their cubes on the table like dice. Using the cubes as rolled (face up), players place 

as many cubes as possible in the tray to recreate the pattern shown on the card. Players race 

to re-roll all remaining unusable cubes until they roll the shapes that are needed to complete 

the pattern. Round three really tests brain power: players study the pattern card for ten 

seconds, flip it face down and then re-create the pattern from memory! 

 

• Teaches symmetry, visual dexterity and friendly competition  

• Stimulates the brain to use spatial reasoning and memory skills 

• Offers 3 ways to play and design cards that vary in difficulty, making it an exciting fast-paced 

game for all ages 

• Includes 80 Q-bitz cards, 4 wooden trays and 4 sets of 16 cubes. For 2 to 4 players. 

How To: 

Object: Be the first to correctly arrange your cubes to match the pattern on the card. Collect a 

card each time you win. The player with the most cards after nine rounds wins the game. 

Set Up 

Each player takes a tray and a set of 16 same-colored cubes.  
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Place the stack of Q•bitz cards facedown in the center of the playing area. Each round of 

game play starts with all cubes out of the trays. 

 

Playing the Game 

 Round 1 - Any player turns over the top Q•bitz card. Players race to recreate the pattern 

shown on the card using their set of cubes, rotating the cubes in any way. The first 

player to complete the pattern shouts, “Q•bitz!” If all players agree the pattern is 

correct, the winner is awarded the card. If the pattern is not correct, play resumes. 

 Round 2 - Any player turns over the top Q•bitz card. Players roll all of their cubes on 

the table like dice. Using the cubes as rolled (face up), players place as many cubes as 

possible in their tray to recreate the pattern shown on the card. Players race to re-roll 

all remaining unusable cubes until they roll shapes that are needed to complete the 

pattern. The first player to complete the pattern shouts, “Q•bitz!” If all players agree 

the pattern is correct, the winner is awarded the card. If the pattern is not correct, play 

resumes. 

 Round 3 - Any player turns over the top Q•bitz card. Players have 10 seconds to 

memorize the card. The card is then turned facedown and players must try to arrange 

the cubes in their tray to match the card from memory. The player who thinks he or she 

has recreated the pattern or has the most cubes in the correct places shouts, “Q•bitz!” 

The player with a correct pattern, or the most cubes in the correct places, wins the 

card. 

 

Winning the Game 

Play 3 sets of 3 rounds. The player with the most cards wins! 
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Game Play Option 

Choose from one of the rounds of play, rather than all three, and play as many rounds as you 

wish! 

 

Osmo Genius Kit 

Five smart games that transform an iPad* into a hands-on learning tool. These award-winning 

games make core subjects — like math (Numbers) and spelling (Words) — fresh and fun. They 

also help kids hone essential skills like visual thinking (Tangram), creative problem-solving 

(Newton), and self-expression (Masterpiece). 

*Requirements: iPad and five (free) Osmo Game Apps.  

*Compatible iPads: iPad 2, iPad (3rd Generation), iPad (4th Generation), iPad (5th 

Generation), iPad (6th Generation), iPad Mini, iPad Mini 2, iPad Mini 3, iPad Mini 4, iPad Air, 

iPad Air 2, the 9.7-inch and 10.5-inch iPad Pro. 

Download the following five free Osmo Game Apps from the App Store (Apple): 

Osmo Numbers: Kids arrange physical tiles, including dots and digits, to make numbers and 

complete levels. Add by putting more tiles, subtract by removing tiles and multiply by 

connecting tiles together. Experimenting becomes fast and intuitive. 
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Osmo Words: Look at the on-screen clue to guess the secret word, and zoom letter tiles into 

the play space to spell your answer. Each letter you get right appears on screen, until 

eventually the entire word is revealed. Altogether, Words is fast-paced, challenging, and F-U-

N. 

Osmo Tangram: Arrange tangible puzzle pieces into matching on-screen shapes. Play with a 

friend or challenge yourself to more advanced levels as your handy-work lights up with each 

victory. 

Osmo Newton: Use your creative noggin and inventive objects like a hand-drawn basket, 

grandma’s glasses, dad’s keys, or anything around you to guide falling on-screen balls into 

targeted zones. 

Osmo Masterpiece: Pick something to draw: a picture of a friend, a favorite cartoon, or even 

a photo you snap yourself. Or browse through Osmo’s collection of ready-to-draw options. The 

possibilities are infinite.  

 

Math Dice 

A fast, fun dice game of mental math. Math becomes more fun when you think on the fly!  

 Roll the two 12-sided target dice and multiply them to get a target number.  

 Roll the three scoring dice and combine these numbers using addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division, or even powers to build an equation that is closest, or equal to, 

the target.  
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This mentally challenging and fun dice game helps players sharpen math skills by solving 

problems in a fun new way. 

 

 

Your roll of the two 12-sided dice (the official name for that 12-sided shape is a 

dodecahedron), and get a 12 and a 4.  

 Multiply the two numbers to get your target number: 12 x 4= 48 

 Now, roll the three scoring dice—you get 6, 3, and 5. 

 Now, you have to combine those three numbers to get your target number (or as close 

to your target number as possible: 

o 6 x 3 = 18  

o 6 x 5 = 30 

o What do you know? 18 + 30 = 48!! 

Can you think of other ways to combine 6, 3, and 5 using math to reach 48? 
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Additional Information 

 

 

When returning the kit, please check if all contents 

are in the box. If something is missing, please 

inform staff. 

 

For a full list of available Pasadena Public Library 

STEAM Kits visit our website at: 

 

 

https://www.cityofpasadena.net/library/steam/#steam-kits 
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